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About Us

The only Association representing all 
business segments of the European Rail 

Supply Industry at EU and global level
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UNIFE Mission
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How UNIFE Works



Our Members and Associate Memberswww.unife.org
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A unique network of over 100 member companies from all over Europe
and of all sizes (1/3 of SMEs) and 12 National Associations



EU Green Deal & Fit-for-55



► In 2019, with the European Green Deal, the European Union has officially
committed to making Europe the first carbon-neutral continent by 2050.

► All the key economic sectors and industries have been asked to massively
reduce their carbon footprint to achieve the Green deal’s objectives.

► For the transport sector, the EU has launched the Sustainable and Smart
Mobility Strategy in 2020 to spur on a 90% reduction in transport-related
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.

► The ambitious Fit for 55 package of legislative proposals presented in July 2021
the Commission aims to revise the EU’s entire climate and energy framework to
lower greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030.

► UNIFE has been actively following the proposal on Alternative Fuels
Infrastructure Regulation (AFIR), the Energy Taxation Directive (ETD)
revision as well as the EU Taxonomy initiative.
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The EU Green Deal, the Sustainable and Smart 
mobility Strategy and ‘Fit-for-55’ package



UNIFE position on ‘Fit-for-55’ and sustainable finance proposals
► Alternative Fuels Infrastructure regulation (AFIR): The way to zero emission rolling stock

► UNIFE welcomes the inclusion of rail in the scope of the new Commission proposal
► However, rail-related provisions are not as ambitious as those related to other modes of transport
► As of today, only 54% of the current European rail network is electrified, meaning that a significant number of diesel

trains/locomotives are still in service
► Considering that the life cycles of rail industry assets are long, UNIFE is calling to support the deployment of alternative 

fuels infrastructure for rail, especially for those lines that are not mandated to be electrified

► Energy Taxation Directive (ETD) recast: A much-needed level-playing field in transport
► UNIFE strongly supports the provision of optional tax exemption for energy products and electricity used for goods and 

passenger transport by rail, metro, tram and trolley bus, called for in the proposal
► This option would further encourage the use of environmentally friendly modes of transport, like rail

► EU Taxonomy: Towards greener investments in transport
► UNIFE strongly advocated to ensure all the rail economic activities are properly addressed by the taxonomy classification
► The Climate Delegated Act entered into force in January 2022: companies are now requested to report about the eligibility 

of their activities against the taxonomy criteria of the 1st delegated act
► The Environmental Delegated Act covering the four remaining environmental objectives is expected in 2022
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‘Efficient and green mobility’ initiatives (Dec 21)
► After the publication of the ‘Fit-for’55’ package in July, on 14 December 2021 the EC adopted 4 

proposals aiming to further contribute to the target of cutting EU transport emissions by 90% by 
2050 
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Action Plan to boost cross border and long-distance passenger rail
► Rail is one of the most sustainable mode of transport (it accounts for 0,4 % of the GHG)

► However, the sector is not yet realizing its full potential especially at the cross-borders:

► The EC Action Plan outlines a clear roadmap with concrete actions to support long-distance
cross-border rail services

► EC will support cross-border pilot services on some routes to test and implement the
measures identified in the plan

► UNIFE is going to launch a publication soon to promote its vision on most of the actions
identified in the Plan



EU Funding and Investment



Funding for rail at EU level
Recovery & 

Resilience Facility

► €55 bn of rail 
investments

► Need commit 
funding by 2023 
and implement 
projects by 2026
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Connecting Europe 
Facility 

► €18 bn for rail
(70% of the
transport
envelope)

► TEN-T, ERTMS, 
alternative fuels 
infrastructure

Cohesion Policy 
Funding

► Over €300 bn to be 
used for a greener, 
smarter and more 
connected Europe

► MS need to allocate 
significant funding in 
the Operational 
Programmes



RRF funding for Romania

► Romania will invest more than €4.5 bn in rail from the RRF

► This investment in rail includes:

► €3 for the modernisation of infrastructure (renewal, electrification,
construction, etc.)

► €100 million for ERTMS

► €382 million for zero-emission rolling stock and €580 million for clean urban 
transport rolling stock

► €600 million in the metro systems of Bucharest and Cluj-Napoca
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R&I: Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking



European R&I is key for the competitiveness
► The world leadership of the export-

oriented rail industry is also due to its 
Research & Innovation capacities

► Innovation is in the DNA of the 
European rail supply industry, which 
currently invests 3.6% of its annual 
turnover in R&I and has developed 
innovations such as high-speed trains, 
ERTMS (European Rail Traffic 
Management Systems), and 
automated metro systems
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► Successor of Shift2Rail, new rail 
public/private partnership within Horizon Europe

► Strong presence of the EU rail supply 
industry: 13 rail sullpy industry companies

► EU Funding: €600 million

► Towards a rail system fully digitalised, 
accelerating transport decarbonisation and 
increasing rail market share (both passengers 
and freight)

► 1st Open Calls published on 10th March 2022
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Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking



Europe’s Rail: UNIFE’s expectations
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► Innovation Pillar
► Continuity with Shift2Rail activities (e.g. ATO, 

FRMCS, Asset Management, DAC...) and 
address new ones (e.g. Digital Twin)

► Maintain and reinforce the cooperation between 
the rail stakeholders  Key Success Factor

► Develop new solutions/technologies that will 
allow both the accomplishment of the Single 
European Rail Area but also keep the European 
industrial leadership at worldwile level

► System Pillar
► Sectorial approach

► Deliver a top-level European rail system 
architecture

► Deliver a a more detailed CCS architecture with a 
level of granularity approved both by the railways, 
IMs and suppliers.

► Support rail sector Common Business Objectives

► Bring predictability to the sector (TSI and standard 
input plan)

SERA Implementation
Increase Rail Market Share

Increase the Competitiveness of the European Rail Supply Industry
Attract new Talents and Skills



Implementation of the Technical Pillar 
of the Fourth Railway Package and 
Revision of TSIs



4th Railway Package Technical Pillar
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Simplified Vehicle 
Authorisation Process

Single One-Stop Shop 
Application

Reduction of National 
Rules

Harmonise the 
implementation of ERTMS

► UNIFE is and has always been a strong supporter of the 4th Railway Package Technical Pillar

► Its implementation is of paramount importance for the future competitiveness of the European rail 
supply industry by removing the remaining technical barriers to the Single European Rail Area

► UNIFE supports the key 4th Railway Package objective of a 20% reduction in time and cost of vehicle 
authorisation via the:



4th Railway Package Technical Pillar
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► Since entry into operation in June 2019, 
UNIFE has continually provided return 
of experience to ERA and EC on behalf 
of the European rail supply industry

► The new regime is now in operation in all 
Member States since Oct 2020, as such 
we are still experiencing the ‘learning 
curve’ in many Member States

► With two years experience and all 
Member States involved, now is the time 
to review the processes and ensure the 
expected benefits and savings materialise



4th Railway Package Technical Pillar

► However, today the industry has not witnessed the 4RP objective of a 20%
reduction in time and cost but rather a significant increase in efforts and costs
for VA

► With over two years experience and all MSs involved for over 1 year, now is
the time to move past the learning curve, review the processes and ensure the
expected benefits materialise

► Action is needed to address the current processes which have been
established in order to come back to the original intention and spirit of the
Fourth Railway Package
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TSI Revision – 2022 Package
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► ERA is currently preparing the TSI 2022 
Package based on the Digital rail and 
Green freight TSI revision mandate 
provided by the EC to align the TSIs’ 
contents with the EC’s high-level policy 
goals

► Increased stability and predictability of 
the European technical framework and TSI 
transitions is a priority for the European 
rail supply industry in the TSI 2022 
Package

► The sector must benefit from today’s 
TSI maturity, especially regarding 
interoperability, safety and from market-
driven product innovations



Revision of the TSIs vs Regulatory Stability

► While we are fully supportive of the goals set in the Smart and 
Sustainable Mobility Strategy, and the expected ambition to accelerate 
the realisation of the TEN-T, we are concerned by the negative impact 
of the current regulatory instability on interoperability, which creates 
serious risks on the economic viability of investments in the sector

► From our point of view, after the 2022 revision, the TSIs will have reached 
their target to enable interoperability and enable a high safety level

► Therefore, future modifications of TSIs should not happen too frequently 
in the future (every 8-10 years) and introduce innovations that are mature 
enough, on the basis of a sound economical analysis for the sector
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ERTMS & its deployment
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ERTMS, a successful global standard
Over the years, ERTMS has become, de 
facto, a global standard that is continuously 
seeing new countries adopting it despite being 
originally conceived as merely a European
standard in rail traffic management

Based on UNIFE statistics, today ERTMS is 
deployed across 100,000 km of contracted 
track in more than 51 countries and is 
equipped, or slated to be, on more than 
16,000 vehicles

Notably, the number of vehicles equipped (or 
to be equipped) globally has increased by 
144% between 2010 and 2020. During the 
same period, the number of ERTMS-
contracted tracks (in km) rose by 164% 
worldwide
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ERTMS main key benefits



Status of ERTMS Deployment in Romania
Track-side Deployment: As of the end of 2021, in Romania there are approx.
1,600 km of contracted tracks (ETCS L1 and/or L2).

On-Board Deployment: Romania has registered 7 contracted OBU (ETCS L1
and/or L2).



See you soon

THANK YOU

@UNIFE

UNIFE - The European Rail 
Supply Industry Association

www.unife.org
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